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Glossary

Quran
Sunnah
Qibla
Tashree
Shariaa
Hijab
Muttawwa

The holy book of Islam.
Code of behaviour and teachings of Prophet Mohammad.
lndication of direction to Mecca.
Islamic laws derived from Quran and Sunnah.
The acquisition of legitimacy by following "tashre "
Women's head covering in Islam.
Local primary schooling for children, teaching the basics of Quran,
Sunnah, reading, writing, etc.

Omran
Hala
Dehleez

The process and the physical product of developing a community.
A small island inhabited by an indigenous community.
A covered passage leading from the gate of the dwelling to the courtyard
or indoor spaces.

MajJis
Qa'aa

Reception quarter in a dwelling or a communal meeting place.
Central space of a "Majlis".

Maqaad
Sahn
Fareeq

Covered space opening onto the courtyard facing the prevailing wind.
Open Courtyard.

Souk
Maatam
Haram

Cluster of dwelling. based on a common social structure, religious sect,
economic activity, etc.
Market place.

A communal meeting place for the Shiaa sect.
The private domain. In the dwelling it is the private family living quarters.
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Introduction To Private Skies:
An Introvert Approach In
House Architecture
The innovation of architecture was a
response to Man's need to shelter from the
elements of nature. His architectural
priority wa'\, thus, his dwelling place.
However, protection from natur was not
the sole criterion in Man's need for a
dwelling. He chose to live in caves,
amongst nature rather than exclude nature
by producing an artificial environment in
which to dwell. His need for protection,
however, was possibly surpassed by a
further desire; an ethereal affiliation
between his caves in the heart of nature
and the womb from which he originated.
Man's emergence from the womb of
nature resembles the birth of a child into
the world. The comfort and rest the child
experiences in the womb cannot stop the
inevitable birth process. Similarly, Man
found his rest and security in caves, yet
was compelled to leave that protection,

not only to sustain his life on a daily basis
but to ultimately leave his first attempt at
a- dwelling place in order to test his
potential and extend his capabilities.
Nevertheless, Man sought from his new
environment a unity which was lost
through his birth. His use of the cave - his
house - extended beyond the necessity to
exist.
The
philosophical
and
psychological dimensions played an
important role. This is illustrated in the
ancient cave paintings, showing the
relationship of environment and Man's
perception of his home.
He extracted what was needed from
nature - the unlimited universe - and
transferred
those elements to an
environment of his own making - the
limited universe - in order to achieve
security and internal balance. This was a
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reconciliation between the physical and
metaphysical.
However, Man's potential was yet to be
fulfilled. His attainment of a house was
evolutionary. With the birth of each child
new needs and desires were generated. By
fulfilling these new needs Man evolved
from his primordial understanding of his
environment. His role changed from
consumer of nature in its pure form to that
of innovator as he attempted to create
shelters by which he could express his
new self within the environment. Through
this innovation he formed individual
spaces for himself, which continued to
refer back to the original peace,
tranquility and security of the unlimited
universe. In doing so, Man had not
significantly departed from the basic
concept of his house being his dwelling
place continuing a balance with nature,
similar to that of the child in the mother's
womb.
in
spatial
Developing
techniques
organisation within the house, Man found
it necessary to continue to express his
concept of place. It was no longer
sufficient to employ the psychology of

place as his need for shelter and internal
balance. Man developed an architectural
vocabulary in order to depict the innate
concepts as an aesthetic of unity in form
and meaning. The architectural concept of
the house became a human space
regulated, its form defined by Man's
moods and emotions, both conscious and
subconscious.
Man laboured to develop the perception
of his habitat to reflect the changing
social influences present in the doctrines
of society and family. The family became
the corner stone of each community
within society that Man structured. It was
the axis upon which the network of social
relations in the community hinged. From
one community to another and from one
era to the next the network changed but
the underlying criteria to achieve place
remained.
The development of society was a result
of various factors. These were religious
and common beliefs, and the continuing
influence of civilisation. Civilisation in
tum was a function of the interaction
between one community and another and
a response to demands and aspirations
made by society as a whole.
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Furthermore, Man and his capability to
innovate were adapted by a constant
development in his culture which was
reflected in his civilisation. Nevertheless,
the basic principles in house design
remained as security and internal balance.
The succession of influences served to
inform and modify design procedures, but
not negate them. Hous design in its
varied forms continued to strive to
achieve the original, ancient gals.
To achieve Man's humanity and satisfy his
needs in house design, despite differences

in civilisation and passage of time, the
application of an introverted design
concept remained a suitable approach. It
had originally been the approach that
realised Man's first aims and aspirations
in providing a dwelling place. The
evolution into the courtyard house was a
natural progression from those first
principles. Whilst it may not be the only
possible solution for providing security
and a sense of belonging, the enclosure of
space using this form has long achieved
Man's fundamental aspirations.

r
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Historical Context of the Courtyard
Phenomenon in Architecture of the House.

The intention of this book is not only to
explain the basis upon which house
architecture is
founded. It js also to
become acquainted with the courtyard as
a social and architectural phenomenon.
This is a concept which has, and may sti]]
fulfil the real need for house architecture,
possibly universally and particularly in
the Arab culture. Although it relates to
civilisation, heritage and other Islamic
attributes, it is also pertinent to apply the
concept of courtyard to contemporary and
future design, allowing for adaptation to
the
many
variables
of
modem
civilisations.
House architecture in the ancient and
medieval Eastern ci vilisations related to
the courtyard concept. It became a
function of the "introvert approach" as a

basic philosophy to Man's understanding
in order to fulfill his needs through
design. The question here is whether the
use of the courtyard in the Islamic-Arabic
house is for climatic purposes or in
response to inherited .ocial functions.
Moreover, is the concept an expression of
a human state which has developed and
evol ved wi th these ci vilisations and from
the circumstances of nature? Indeed, it
appears to be rooted in,and extends from,
the doctrines of society which are inherent
in each community and are reinforced by
its beliefs and values.
In an attempt to answer these, a study of
the courtyard in pre-Islamic civilisations
demonstrates a synthesis of the concept
between civilisation and Islam. It is
intended that this will aid the definition of
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architectural expression of the house,
particularly in Bahrain.
A courtyard may be determined as an
internal but open-air space which forms a
transition space from public external
spaces to private internal spaces.
Furthermore, it is an enclosure defined by
xternal walls and surrounding buildings
yet having the expansiveness of being
open to the sky. The notion of these
spaces was evident well before the advent
of civilisation.
In Egyptian architecture the courtyard
appeared in its primordial form in the Old
Dynasty, within the symmetry of peasants
houses. The Intermediate Dynasty was
characterised by the four-wing d house
plan. Each wing was attributed to the head
of th household, the family, the ervants
and for the kjtchen and stores. The wings
each c ntained a central courtyard, and
had a colonnaded lobby with direct
conn ctions to two arcaded corridors
(dehleez) that led to the entrance. The
wing of the head of the household was the
centre and the core of the whole house,

reflecting the
ocial
tatu
which
prevailed in that Dyna ty. The Modem
Dynasty of the Pharaonic house with an
internal courtyard continued in the
architecture of Sumer C. 2000 years B.c.
In the city of Or a house existed which
was formed of two toreys and a central
courtyard. It was the main space around
which the other elements of the house
were arranged and onto which they
opened. The ground floor contained the
entrance hall, the reception hall and
ancillary spaces. The upper Ooor was the
private residential quarters of the family.
As for the Greek civilisation, the multi
courtyard house was evident in the city of
Olynth. Also, two other patterns existed.
Firstly, multi-courtyards d fin d by
columns, in the cities of D los and
Olynth. And secondly, a rectangular
r ception hall (megaron) fronted by an
entrance upported by two columns,
which opened onto the courtyard an
example of which is the Prostas Hous . A
se ond entranc in the side elevation gave
privacy by preventing visibility from the
road to the interior of the house.
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The private courtyard house in Roman
Architecture was known in Pompeii before
the 4th entury B.C. The courtyard was
located in the centre of the house with the
rooms symmetrically organi. ed around it.
The entrance the counyard and the
reception hall fell on a single axis. The
hall opened onto the courtyard in its full
height and width.
Around the 2nd century B.c. the courtyard
featured a central fountain. It b came the
focus fer all family activities and was
further landscaped with foliage. The
courtyard space was lined by columns
forming an atrium and a colonnad d hall.
the Peristyle.
The courtyard also appeared in Persian
ar hite ture in the I st century A.D., in the
we tern palace at A hur. So too, the
Sasanian prototypes in Servistan and
Feyrouzabad demonstrated high quality
housing axially symmetrical about a
courtyard.
This brief overview hows that use f the
courtyard for spatial expre . ion in house
architecture is basically a human concept.
It relates to the xperience of Man despite

the different cultures and continuous
evolution of civilisation. The advent of
Islam reinforced tho e notion of previou .
civili ations. The I larnic civili:ation took
the suitable and compatible aspects f
previous civilisations to expand and
extend its own communitie .
Throughout I lamic history th courtyard
was
a
onstant
element
which
of
all
characterised
development
structur~ whether ecclesiastical or civil.
In these in tances the courtyard acquired a
new dimension a' it symbolised life and
became a centre of attraction in .ociety.
The con ept. is also a Sunnah, as it was
adopted by the Prophet when he built his
house in Medina. This i one of the first
I lamic reo idential designs. The courtyard
was enclosed by walls and a series of
rooms built along one of its side . De. pite
the existence of similar designs prior to
Islam. examples being in the Arabian
Peninsula,
yria and Sumer, Islam
be towed the Sharia based upon thi
example f the concept.
However, th question remains as to
whether the adoption of the courtyard
concept was the result of climactic and
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social circumstances. or a new reponse to
the need· of Islam. Had the concept of the
c urtyard remained as intcnded a doctrine
of hlamil,; architectur , or had it become a
device of Mu lim. ?
Prafes 'or Ha an Fathy attempted t
clarify the historical Arabic link of the
courtyard. He stated that a reason for the
Bedouin t make courtyard. in the middle
of hi house when he settled In the city,
wa<i
to
maintain
a
deep-rooted
relationship with the sky. Hence, the
concept of cosnuc symbology in
architectural form was establi hed. The
four walls surrounding the courtyard
symbolised thc four column that carried
the dome of th sky,
Furth rnlore, Dr. Saleh Lamey tate' in
his re carch an argument for the existen e
of the courtyard in th Had eth. He
suggested that the Hadeeth wa an
indirect rea n for the adoption of the
courtyard concept. In thi Hadeeth the
Prophet warned against using public
spaces for semi-private activitie . When
the people protested that such uses wer
inevitable as no other space existed for
communal u , the Prophet re ponded by

prescribing the degree of respect that wa
required in . uch spaces. He expected a
person to lower hi vi ion to avoid
monopoli ing public space for individual
enjoyment; to avoid obstructing the
movement of other people; to properly
respond to greeting, offered in passing
and t be orderly and respectful t wards
others. Privatisation of public. pace wa .
therefore, incompatible with th Hadceth.
It may be thought that thi' interpretation
of Hadeeth is too personal a
ne.
However, it can be referred back to one of
the Imams of Hadeeth, Al Bokhari, who
wrote a whole chapter n this . ingle
Hadeeth
which
was
called
"The
Courtyards Chapter." Thus, the Prophet
indirectly
urged
Mu lims
towards
introversion and the creation of external
spaces within their own private realm.
The principles of this architectural pattern
cater d for the need of the Muslim and
emerged from the sources of Tashre .
As pr viously noted, the aim wa. not
merely to adopt the concept of the
courtyard. Moreover, the aim was to
develop the design of the house around it.
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Accordingly. the design f the Islamic
Hous incorporating thi pattern has
evolved from the inside out and not vice
versa. Consequently, care and emphasis
were given to the internal facades. This is
illustrated in th variety achieved through
the u. e of colours. ornaments and motifs
around door' and openings. Also of note
i· tbe variety in the po ition and area of
openings. Thi variety was within a
framework of unity which led to a
balanced. comprehen ive and holistic
image of the house.
The articulation of surrounding buildings
wenl beyond the flat planes. The buill
fonn was subjected to raising and
lowering of elements with rich and vivid
images. The tendency to pay greater
attention to the internal forms may also be
due to the notion that J. lam ares for the
heart of a matter and not its superficial
appearance.
The Quranic des ription of paradise has
inspired the architect to develop the
courtyard into a lush garden of running
water, trees, rivers springs and areas of
re pite. An integration of elements

provided an experience of light and shade,
of colours and m vement of water.
Thus, the architect located his element
around thi
arthly paradise. The
"maqaad", " leewan", or logia opened to
the o!1rtyard in its full height and width.
This is inspired by Quranic verse.
inscribed on the facades of the Qaytbey
"Maqaad" olltside Cairo and also at the
AI Ghoury "Maqaad" adjacent to hi
dome in Cairo. These Quranic verses
were carefully chosen to stress the
function of this architectural element. The
user in that maqaad enjoys the cooling
effect of a breeLe owing to the orientation
to
the
local
climatic
conditions.
Additionally it prot cts from the sun, and
open' onto shady gardens. This ae thetic
image wa enlivened by the Mu lim
archite ts who were in pir d by the
illustrative Quranic erses.
The courtyard III
I. lamic house
architecture acquired its existence and
image from the basic sources of Isalm,
whilst previous civilisations provided the
initial philosophy and psychology for its
conception.
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Environmental Context for the Courtyard
Phenomenon in Architecture of the House.

Architecture i tied to place as it is tied to
time. The true contemporary nature of
architecture is by definition an expression
of this duality. It has previously been
demonstrated that
the
courtyard
phenomenon in the architecture of the
house is originally a human innovation
which relates to Man, his circumstances,
and his needs. And as such, this
phenomenon relates to time. Architectural
design emerged from the special
characteri tics of each place and the
technology available at any given time.
The most defining of these characteristics
were
the
environmental
factors,
particularly those concerned with climate.
Many studies have been made to research
the climatic and environmental factor in
the phenomenon of the courtyard and to

analyse its evolution, particularly in the
Arab culture. The aim is to establish the
scientific basis for courtyard design in
order to set standards for fUlther
application in modem Islamic and Arabic
architecture.
A study conducted by Dr. Yehia AI
Zoghby, of the Jordanian University,
concluded four basic obs rvation on th
evolution of the courtyard through
succe ive historical eras. Firstly, the
courtyard
existed
in
an
aIm st
phenomenal way in the region that fell
around the temporal equator and not the
geographical equator. This is natural from
the climatic aspect, as the tempor 1
equator pa. es through the hot desert
region of the differ nt continents which
are continually arid. Secondly, there is a
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proportional relationship between the
mean temperature and the height of th
courtyard
enclosure.
Thirdly.
the
courtyards fonn and number ary from
one region to an ther. The area of the
courtyard is invers ly proportional to the
proximity to the temporal equator. The
area of the courtyard decrea e' and the
frequency of examples increase the clo er
they are to the temporal equator.
Fourthly. it is climatically useful to adopt
the design of courtyard in the regions
that fall between the latitudes of 15° - 37°
north or south of the geographical equator
except for the regions that fall in the Far
East and the ,outhern region of South
America.
The e analy e. e present a -cientific
approach to the de 'ign of house
courtyards in modern
Arab-Islamic
architecture. In pursuing the "introvert
approach" to de ign. it is now possible to
cite empirical data rather than the trial and
error method: employed by previous
designers.

The cientific study of Dr. Yehia AI
Zoghby provides relatively precise re<;ults
which are numerous and ov rlapping.
They can be summari. ed under two main
heading:
A. Climatic Cia sifl ation of Courtyards
tudy into the thennal tore and heat
radiation capabilitie. of element of the
courtyard according to the different times
of the day and throughout the year result
in a climatological c1as. ification: cool and
hot cOLJrtyards.

1.

The Cool Courtyard
A courtyard of thi type is either
where the direct sun rays do not
fall on its floor. or it i' where the
duration of the sun rays falling on
its floor is neither adequate to heat
the courtyard nor to influence the
heat radiation of the structure. ThL
i' dependent upon the following
factors:

1.1

Duration and timing of expo ure of
the
uns
rays
on
facades
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overlooking the courtyard.
].2

pecific climatic circumstances of
the site. i.e. direct unlight, heat
radiation and relative humidity.

1.3

Thermal characteristics of th
constru tion materials of the walls,
floor and soil of the courtyard.

1.4

The air movement
c urtyard itself.

within

the

Despite the relatively equal importance of
all factors, the first has a greater impact
on the definition of the categories of the
courtyard.

2.

The fir t type is used in cold and
mostly temperate regions where the
sun faUs on it: floor and facades aU
year round.

The Hot Courtyard
Thi
courtyard has its floor
subjected t direct suns rays and
cause. a rise in the heat radiation. It
i used in hot and cold region' alike
contrary to the cool courtyard which
is only us d in hot r gion . There
are two types of the Hot Courtyard:

The second type 1S used in hot
reOlons to increase the heat
radiation from elements during a
certain period of the year.
B.

Ar hitectural
Courtyards

Configuration

of

The configuration and de ign of
courtyards are defined by four parameter.
which are the two horizontal dimensions,
the vertical dimension and the angle of
inclination. There are three way to
design any courtyard whether cool or hot.
in either of it two types. These can be
d cribed a: follow :
l.

Design through definition of height
of
facades
ov rlooking
the
courtyard, then calculating the
extent of the other parameter..

2.

De ign through definition of angle
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of inclination and then determining
the other parameters.
3.

Design through definition of the two
horizontal dimensions, the angle of
inclination then calculating the
height.

Tn all cases, shadow curves are used to
design th courtyards. The movement of
shadow' can be calculated for each
latitude which allows for a precise
architectural design and configuration of
the courtyard. In general a number of
remarks should be noted when defining
dimensions of a courtyard, its relation to
its orientation and formation according to
its type. This is particularly relevant to the
region falling between the latitudes of 25°
- 35° north which is the region of the
Arabian Gulf and especially the
Archipelago of Bahrain. In summary, the
application
to
achieving
particular
is
as
follows:
courtyard:
1. The Cool Courtyard
The horizontal dimensions of the cool

courtyard
define
its
geometric
configuration and its orientation. In order
to maximize the area of the cool
courtyard, one of its longitudinal facades
should face between 35° east and 35°
west and the shorter sides perpendicular
to it. The worst case is when the courtyard
is square and occurs when its facades
align at 45°.
2. The Hot Courtyard
This can be utilized in either bot,
temperate or cold zones. The optimum
form is defined according to the regional
climate.

In hot areas the courtyard form should
preferably be rectangular with its two
longitudinal sides facing east and west. In
temperate zones the ourtyard can take
this same form but less length in the
longer sides will result in a fonn
becoming closer to a square. In cold
zones, it is de irable to have a rectangular
form with its two longitudinal sides facing
north and south. It is preferable that the
longer orientation of the courtyard is
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perpendicular to the longer orientati n of
the building a this achieves an in rease
in heat radiation of the
enclosing
structure in zones where the mean daily
temperature rise .
Thu , the findings of the climatological
and environmental studies stress that the
courtyard as all architectural phenomenon
i' related by precise scientific data to the
location of the ite. The preceding brief
of the climatic dimen i n
analysi
attempt to stress the contemporary nature
of this phenomenon with the location of
the place. Ther is scope, however, for
speciali ed environmental studie which
could analys and study this phenom non
a peets, through an empirical
from aU
cientific approach.

This i between the hi torical approach
which i. the expression of time and the
environmental
approach, which is the
expres ion of place. It allow. the
achievement of a total contemporary
nature to the courtyard phenomenon.

Thu , when studying the courtyard as an
"introvert approach" in house architecture
at a certain time in a certain place it is
nece sary to start from
the holi tic
iewed as the
concept. This IS
contemporary nature with its two
approache,
hi torical
and environ
mental. An understanding of the hi tory
of thi phenomenon is e. sential, but, '0
too, i. the discovery of a means to
implement the concept of courtyard in the
present Arab - I lamic culture. Despite the
expanse of community and the inherent
variety of place the principles remain. The
geographical difference do not d tract
from the holistic design. but rather causes
a variety within unity and, thus unity in
variety. The principle of the design
approach that appears in the Arabic Wet
of
rth Africa, is no different from that
in the Arabic East and the Gulf region. Of
cour e, the overall appearances an
details vary but an underlying philosophy
unifies all house architecture from ea't to
we't, and creates a constant approach for
the Mu. lim Arab man - the "introvert
approach".
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The Introvert Approach to
Architecture of Bahrain

The ,tudy of house architecture has to
begin with a review of its community,
ivilisation and culture which define its
idemity at local and national levels.
Communities cannot cater for their
omrani needs in the same manner.
Architecture is unable to be wholly
contemporary unless related to time and
place. Thus, each community has a
contemporary archit ctural nature pecific
to it· locale. This do s not detract from
the sen e of belonging to a regional or
national identity. Bahrain has its own
local civili ation and culture and yet
remains related to the Gulf on a regional
scale and the Arab-Islamic state, on a
global scale. Culturally, the architectural
style of the house is quite specific to
Bahrain, within a wider Arab-Islamic
context. Dr. Gamal Hamdan (1981)

suggests In "The Character of Egypt - a
Study of the Ingenuity of Place" this
variety is not meant to stress the
differences between countries nor conceal
the similarities. He purports that it is
necessary to recogni 'e that differences
exist and to tre t them as a complexity of
elements. R gional, national and local
styles are similar to a human character,
assimilated from a blend of attribute.,
features and experiences. It is, therefore.
inevitable that such differences exi t
despite being part of a wider uniform
pattern of architecture.
Bahrain and the Gulf region are each an
Arab locale. This study reveals the
architecture of the courtyard hou e in
Bahrain within an Arab context and an
Islamic culture.
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Each local environment consist
of
'limate
geol gy, archaeology, and
anthropology.
It ha.
an
inh ~rent
geographical and historical identity.
These are the characteristics of time and
place that influence the 'tyles of
ar hitectufe in ach ommunity. Bahrain.
'irnilar to many localities, has been
subjected to a number of cultural
influences that have shaped the styles of
archit cture. These can be identified and
described. Firstly, the Lolation of the
locale, within a wider relationship to the
GuLf. This is exemplified by distinctive
variations in local architecture, whilst
maintaining underlying similarities with
contemporary regional cultures.

Se ondly there are the natural lements
of land, water and climate which have
shaped the locale. The balance between
the elements ha' provided the basis for a
range of human activitie., either on land
in the con truction of omrani settlements
and agriculture, or in diving for pearls,
which provided the mainstay of the
economy for many generations.

Thirdly, in thi. conte t there is a rhythm
in the frequency of oc urrence of
extreme . In the ebb and flow of tides, the
range of temperatures and the levels f
humidity.
These are generalitie. of the environment
of Bahrain which have imposed a definite
approach on it architecture. It i not an
approach which i i olated from the
Arab-Islamic civilisation since the
"introvert approach" has produced a
contemporary architecture throughoul.
Bahraini Man has historically achieved
the contemporary nature of architecture
and OIman on many level·. For example,

1. Most urban
and rural omrani
settlements are haped in a ring form
that has evolved from inside out.
2. In r idential "fareeqs" esp cially the
urban ones, the tribal majlises,
mosques and maatams formed the
omrani centres themselves of an
omrani ring form around thes
elements.
3. Within the house plan the courtyard
was
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the centre of the internal movement
and the human a tivities of the house.
The mas of the omrani fabric in Bahrain
thre
level
expresses the
with it
"introvert approach". The Omrani mass of
the re idential fare q occurred in the
traditional city either in an intedo king or
abutting form. In either case they
contained private and semi-private 'paces
and were knitted by the semi-public and
public networks. Thi, formed the Omrani
link between the residential fareeq and the
rest of the city.
of
residential
clusters
Prototypes
expres ed sub-tribal or religious factions.
Within thi pattern the extended family
r presented the smallest unit of kinship, in
which the social aspects integrated with
the economic and political in a ingle
harmonious structure. This materiali ed in

the residential clusters or
form of houses.

ven m the

The residential cluster is made up of two
or more units which evolved through
suc essive generations. Each may have
its identity in a direct relation with the
external fabric of the fareeq. An internal
spine running thr ugh and unifying the
pace: or lements of the e unit tie them
all in a special "introvert movement". The
residential unit remains the basic nucleus
for the formation of the residential c1u ter
and the tribal fareeq. and further. the
formation of the residential mass of the
city with its coherent omrani fabric. The
residential unit as generated and
reinforced by the family i the basic unit
in the heirarchy of the sub-tribal, the tribal
and the local
community. Thus, it
becomes nece 'sary to study the hou:e, it.
architecture and the "introvert approach" .
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Architecture of the House
in Ba rain

The Arab concept of the house was
completely different from the Western
notion of a house. The Westerner is
perceived to view his house as an
organisation of functional groups of
spaces, whilst a person of eastern origin
and, particularly an Arab, viewed the
house according to the activities of the
family.
He identified the functional
spaces
without
a
predetermined
which were
organisation of space,
articulated by movement in the family's
private life. The spaces changed as long
as human activity varied and remained
constant when the activity ceased. The
house, was a human space which
controlled and defined conscious and
subconscious feelings, as previously
defined. Certain activities contributed to
the enrichment of the life, and

continuance of community.
The notion of the Arabic house started
with its individuality and entity and
extended to the overall community.
Therefore, the basic concept of dwelling
originated from the inside out with an
emphasis on the internal elements as an
expression of the "introvert approach".
This did not cause the interior of the
house to lose its contact with the external
environment since a portion of that
external environment was enclosed
internally in the form of a courtyard.
This ornrani concept of the house is a
reflection of the Arab-Islamic attitude of
the individual versus the community, the
private versus the public, and the part
versus the whole. The Arab approach in
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the concept of the hOll e was adhered to in
the study of Bahraini houses. Thi
recognised the Bahraini local community
as a part of the Arab national identity and
its place in the Islamic civilization. Man
in this context takes Bahrain as a natural.
sial,
ec nomic
and
political
environment. Hi' environment infonned
his emotions and the 'e w re related to hi
dailyactivitie .
Naturally, the human actIvity varied
according to the social structure position
in the hierarchy, and religious affiliation.
Two residential activity patterns emerged
and could be categorised and attributed to
the Tribal Ari tocraty and the Commoners.
The daily life in the hou e varied
according to these two bac ic patterns. In
general the rh Ihm of life in th I cal
traditional house was relatively slow and
followed a recogni. ed order of ev nts
which rarely changed from day to day.
The first pattern is xemplified in the
following scenario. The day started at
sunrise with breakfast for the head of the

family in the "haram". As soon a he had
left for work, the lady of the house b gan
to supervise the cleaning of the paved
courtyard and the leewan. . Dust
continually seeped and settled on
everything and therefore a daily cleaning
of the floors was an ab olute necessity.
For this reason a minimum amount of
furniture was kept in the rooms. After
cleaning, the an toeratic lady of the house
had to decide on the menu of the day's
meals and then end the servant. to the
".ouk". 1l wa. not the proper thing to do
for a lady of any social standing to go out
to the souk. The only acceptable outing.
for her were occasi nal outdoor visit- to
semi-public areas of the same residential
fareeq. At mid-morning. a momentary
respite was usual in the coole t part of th
haram, the Ie wan. The lady of Ih house
would . it either with members of the
family or sometimes neighbour. to sip
tea.
They would be surrounded by
children who were toy ung to study at
the "muttawwa".
imultaneou Iy. the
housemaids would be separating stone
from rice, a seemingly endless task. After
the noon prayer the master of the house
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returned for lunch followed by a siesta
taken by th whole family lasting until the
afternoon prayer. At that time, silence
prevailed over the fareeq and the city as a
whole. Movement reduced throughout in
its ext mal and internal spaces alike.

Actjvitie of the day continued into the
afternoon
period
when
movement
resumed in the city fabric. In private and
tribal majlise. men gathered to study and
dis us . orne private or public, so ial or
economic topics. The day', activities
ended by sunset when a renewed silence

STAGES

pr vailed over the fareeq. Thus, the daily
cycle of life in a house of this aristocratic
generic form was completed.
This scenario can be tabulated to identify
five common activities that took place at
specific times during the day. These gave
rise to an architectural vocabulary which
was reflected in the generic fonn of the
house, fareeq and city.
The second pattern of daily life was that
of the Commoners, of whom many were
artisans such as craftsmen, divers and

ACTIVITIE.5

PLA E

PERSO

(S)

TEMPO

Sunrise
Fjr~t

Breakfast.
Duling. cleaning

Haram.

Family members

Slow/fast

Second

Relaxation.
food-Preparati n,
Shopping

Haram. Service
Quane.

Lady of the
house

Slow

Thud

Relaxa 'on
sleeping

Haram

Family members

SLOP

Fourth

Siuing.
isiting

Majlis

Master f
Ihe House

Fast

Fifth

Sleeping,

Haram

Members of the
Household

Stop

Mid-morning

N on
Aftemoon

Evening
Sunrise

SCENARIO OF DAII~Y AC IVITIES IN AN ARISTOCRATIC HOUSE PATTERN
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labourers and was simpler than that the
tribal Aristocratic. So too, the standard of
the hou. e of this type was more basic than
that of the aristocratic group.
Despite
this, houses maintained the traditional
language, and were governed by the same
code whi h applied to the fir t pattern.
The daily routine differed not in the
events but in the arrangement and u e of
space'. This pattern wa dominated by
one central space a
a residential
courtyard which catered for alI the
family's needs and was a stage for most of
the activities of the successive stages of
the scenario.

The difference al 0 came from the lower
economic and social standing. Families of
this group could not afford to employ
servants and onsequently the housewives
w re responsible for the daily chores. For
example, they gathered together in the
mid-morning around the rice tray and
chatted. This made a social ca ion that
took place within tbe house or outside at
the central omrani point in the fareeq.
Although life for women of this group
was hard, they enjoyed more freedom

than the aristocratic women. These
commoner women had to go to the souk
to buy their provisions, where they
experienced the events and activities of
the fareeq and the city. Their interaction
was significant in the ommunity. Despite
this freedom to interact these women were
still required to observe a lev I of privacy
dictated by society. Hence, they covered
their heads with a "Hijab" in response to
the strict dress code.

The men left their dwellings to attend
external gatherings since they did not
have private majlises within the house.
Thi became the fourth stage of activity
during the afternoon period. They
gathered at the side of the road, sat
together on the ground or met in mosques
or maatams or in cafes dispersed around
souks.

According to the social structure, and
especially the position in the hierarchy of
the community the house could thus be
de. cribed through two basic patterns for
the aristocratic and commoner families.
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The two pattern followed a similar
vocabulary of the omrani language but
were applied differently 0 ing to their
po. ition in the social. tructure. Therefore.
they bOlhhared the ~ame spatial
elcmems fonning the ma s of the
dwelling. The sirnilariue. and difference
among °t hou .es of the. arne [areeq led to
a noticeable variety in its mran, whiI. l
the two distinctive palterns l;O-e i ted in
the same farecq.

ommoners
House.

Aristocratic
House

Size

'R lallvely larg.~.
, Elcmcl1l~ organized
around a number of
mliltHI\C cllunyarJ

• Relatively small
Elen1t:nts
llrl!<lni/ed
arvuml.l in·k

renlral
l:olln).,rJ

Form

A ompanson can he made between the
two patterns of the dwelling and these are
tabulated.

Prh'ac)'

Detadlcd and ha~
de/nllle e.\tcrnal
cnll!)'.

Amalgamated In
lht: eSldcntl~d

II

far~e4 mass

·

• AIIl111s1 C:Oll1ph.'t.:
.: ndllslI l' frl1ll1

IJuhidc lift'.

Observati m r th daily activities for the
individual and the family revealed an
introvert movement according to the
needs
f the famIly member
for
protection and security. in addition to
freedom and per 'onal privacy. These
codes varied according to the social and
economic class and even to thllie and
'eet ral groups.
The concept of th house in the different
ornrani grouping in Bahrain remained

I
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• ummary of Patterns of Old Courtyard House
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similar, sometime to the degree of
being
identical. Variations in size,
formation or rhythm reflected the social
status of the individual and hi, family.
However, it did not mean a change in the
general tructure or the basi approach
toward the house nd its architecture.
The "introvert approach" remained a b sic
concept which was expressed and realised
by the single courtyard or a group of
successive courtyard specifically for
different activities within the house.
Furthermore, Bahraini houses can be
generally cIa sifted according to the urban
nature of the hou e itself. Two types were
known to the local society: the primitive
"Barasti" and the more sophisticated
City House.
The "Barasti"
This dwelling was a repetitous unit,
consi ting of a boundary defining a tract
of land for each family. The area within
this boundary was sub-divided into plots
on which Barasti were erected. The
floors were rectangular and the roofs were
pitched. Each Barasti formed an i olated
spatial unit. The dwelJing was a skeleton

of palm tree fronds and athel tree
branches. Four or five branches were tied
together to form the supponing columns
and the horizontal b ams or wall supports.
The wall structure and roofs were dressed
with palm tree leaves producing a
protective layer.
The structure wa' tied with rope made of
the fibre produced from the palm trees.
Another method in constructing the
skeleton of the Barasti was in stone. As
for the c iling, it was also fabricated
from and fixed with, the frond of the
palm tree. The floor of the Barasti was
u. ually raised above the surroundings and
covered with mats made of the fibre
produced from the palm trees.
The
internal walls were sometimes covered
with gypsum.
Barastis were con idered to be one of th
typical traditional dwelling,
which
r fl cted the interaction between Man and
his I cal environment. This interaction is
currently mi. sed as a human omrani
pattern in modern hous s and in the
overall omran in general. Previou ly
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Man
produced
omran
environment, yet today he
alien
omran
produced
environments.

from
his
onsumes an
by
other

The u'e of primitive dwellings was not
very ommon in citie as it wa' not
related to the ocio-economic statu of the
tribes or indigenous peoples. The. e
controlled the pearling trade and indu try
and commerce which all witnessed an
expansion in growth in the 19th Century.
The Barasti dwelling continued to be used
in a limited form in some small islands
inhabited by fishermen ant) known as
Halat. It was used in limited areas within
the omrani fabric of the cities of
Muharraq and Manama, and in small rural
c1u. ters.
The City House
This differed greatly in it. form and
morphology from the primitive pattern of
the Barasti, since it was composed of a
coherent
mass.
De pite
various
formations however, it had a basic
concentric pattern where the courtyard
was the centre of movement for the

surrounding enclosed spa es. Moreover,
the residential courtyard was the basic
regulator for the r st of the activities and
the rhythm of movement within the city
house. Its spatial morphology reflected
the different patterns which were tied to
the sub-tribal and the family structure of
the tribal community, notably the
extended
family
which
was
a
comprehensive social doctrin . The city
house wa' compatible with the .'oeial role
of, and the social ranking fOi", the family
and tribe it belonged to. These were both
related to the size of the house and the
courts
number of the residential
regulating the built form and spaces. It
could be described ac ording to th
functions and internal activities of the
family. The house had a three-tier
structure based upon a scenario of daily
activities. Each functional space tier had
its own courtyard, or it shared a ingle
central courtyard, or further it wa'
bounded by two courtyard'. The
functional spaces can be defined as
follows:
- Reception quarters (Majlis)
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- Private domain (Haram)
- Service quarters
It is noteworthy to refer to a basic omrani
pattern of the urban dwelling prior to
addressing the spatial functions. The
urban house was characterised by the
extension of open spaces on two levels.
The ground floor as a residential court
and the first floor in the form of an open
roof. Despite it being open it was still
possible to gain sufficient privacy for
sleeping during the very hot periods of the
summer season, or as a daily living
courtyard during some daytime periods.
In general, the degree of privacy for the
dwelling was less at the first floor level.
This is emphasised by the ease of
movement among the three functional
spaces at the first floor, to the extent of
being difficult to distinguish between
them. Whereas, on the ground floor the
degree of enclosure is greater and,
therefore,
privacy is higher. The
separation between the three functional
uses of Majlis, Haram and serVIce
quarters is evident.
Features in the
functional spaces of the house can be
recorded as follows:

Reception Quarters (Majlis)
This was a spatial structur of the house
reflecting social privacy by means of the
almost total segregation of male and
female communities, especially at the
aristocratic level. The male majlis was
separated from the dwelling in the sense
that it had its own direct entrances to the
network of the external fabric of the
fareeq. While the internal movement on
the ground floor of the house was indirect
and emphasised the social segregation
within. The dwelling entrance led to a
private courtyard where the closed majlis
room and the leewan were situated. The
majlis was sometimes open facing north,
when feasible. The majlis room was
distinct from the rest of the elements of
the house by the nature of its activities. It
was presented as a status symbol in the
community and was the pride of the
house-owner
who
emphasised
its
importance through ornamentation.
The external door led to the courtyard
through a vestibule. This was sometimes
lined by a built-in adobe bench, which the
master of the house would use for sitting
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with hi. viSItors. Thi. bench was
sometimes substituted by seats built along
the front wall of th house.

The Qa'aa which abutted the vestibule
to the entrance (the dehleez), where the
master of the hou'e received hi~ visitors,
could . Iso have a separate entrance from
the courtyard. It was the only place in the
house which had windows opening onto
the road or the external fabric of th
farecq. These windows mostly had mctal
ornament' or wooden lock and were
ometimes oriented '0 as to take
advantage of the prevailing wind. But it
was more likely that most of the internal
courtyards,
the
private
and
the
·em.i-private open spaces of th urban
fabric. were axially orient d to th Qibla
or perpendicular 10 II. The relauonshlp
between the internal and external spaces
within and around the house ere in a
continuous dynamic state owing to the
directi nul stnlcture between them. This
is related to the environmental approach
f
for the design and ori ntation
courtyards.

As for the Qa'aa of the Majlis itself. it is
an enclosed . pace opening onto the
exterior through windows set 1.5 metres
above the internal floor level. In some
cases, a coffee burner wa
placed
pecifically at the side away from the
door. This stove was ornamented by a
carefully arranged row of shining brass
pots.
In other instances the servants
prepared coffee in a <;eparate room
annexed La the majlis and brought it in to
be served.
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Houses can be categorised according to
the nature of the majlis as a spatial and
functional element. Four types are
prevalent.
(I) A private majlis was visually
separated from the dwelling and was
distinct in appearance when viewed
from the fareeq, but being spatially
connected to the mass.

(2) A majlis with its own individual
entity within the mass as well as its
own private courtyard and entrance.

(3) A simpler form of majlis in the
shape of a main Qa'aa connected to
the central courtyard for daily living.
(4) No private majlis within the mass
of the house but connected to public
majlises in external spaces or in cafes
in the souks.
Private Domain (Haram)
The courtyard of the haram is accessed
through an entrance at the end of the
courtyard of the majlis when applicable.
However, this domain usually had an
entrance of its own which opened
indirectly onto the external fabric through
a separating passage which guaranteed
privacy for the haram. The level of
privacy varied according to the social
status of the family. Furthermore, female
family members were thus able (0
experience the openness and continuous
movement of those internal spaces. It was
used most of the day, year round and
became a substitute majlis for the women.

Courtyards in the private domain were
characterised by the leewans, built along
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the internal walls. Th. took different
forms as roofs were carried on a series of
arches of various tyles. ometimes, the
flo r f the leewan was higher than that of
the courtyard. And occassionally, the
c urtyard of the private domain was
separated from a private courtyard et
a. ide for the head of the hou ehold. This
would be for his living activitie and was
annexed to his private sleeping space. The
two courts were connect d directly on the
ground noor Ie el and could be int grated
on the first floor and roof Icvels. The use
of this form was rare. There were varied

spaces for Ie ping, according to timing
and length of sle p throughout the day,
around the year and depending upon
climatic and sea onal circumstances.
Thu, the nature of activities of the
dwelling, as previ usly described. had a
dynamic statc. Consequently, thes paces
were spar ely fumi hed with the
minimum of fixed furnitur . Functionally.
all the rooms were equal as they all
surrounded the court in a ring or
semi-ring forn1ation. These rooms rarely
had windows and their doors were the
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only openings for light. Internally, there
were rectangular or arched niches which
were used as shelves to place rose water
bottles or simple decorative ornaments.

were wholly indigenous. Some families
sometimes kept a goat or a cow for the
essential supply of milk and dairy
products.

Service Quarters
The third spatial use for the city house
was the service quarters which were
closely associated with the private
domain. It was located sometimes
between the private domain and the majlis
and at other times in isolation of the
majlis. The service quarters were viewed
not as an independent element, but rather
as an integrated part of the private
domain. The kitchen and the laundry
were the two basic units for service.
Usually a room for storage of fuel (wood
sticks, coal or dry palm tree fronds) was
located next to the kitchen. Food was
cooked on the floor in pots which were
mounted on stones called "manaseb",
under which an open fire was built. Ovens
were a rarity in small houses for
commoners. There was little need for a
complex kitchen as the variety in the
preparation of food was limited. Local
foods were of well defined types which

In a commoners humble house a part of
the roof was designated for a private
bathroom where waste material could dry
under the heat of the un. In relatively
aristocratic dwellings a bathroom and a
private toilet occupied a small room with
a sloping floor towards an opening in the
centre which led to an underground tank.
The city house III its functional
arrangement of the majlis, haram and
service quarters followed the agreed code
which controlled the products of the local
ororan. These were unwritten building
codes which sought to enhance the ornrani
concept, and were not viewed as
restrictions upon designers wishing to be
innovative. The designers were able to
draw
upon
references
from
the
community and from within the social
hierarchies of society. According to the
analysis of the spatial morphology of the
house, the local community dwellings
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could be regrouped under six general
types. These reflected the social status of
the family within the residential fareeq
and the tribe within the city. The
morphology of the city was based upon an
omrani centre to each fareeq. It then
extended outwards in concentric rings
throughout the fareeq. These types
operated as omrani indicators of the
economic patterns, further related to the
econ mic trends particularly the pearl
These six
trade and diving industry.
categories are defined in the following
table:

These types were connected by the use of
a vocabulary of ornrani language through
which the community formed various
statements of different forms and
structures sharing an obvious harmony.
The "introvert approach" was the design
philosophy behind them, where the
internal open courtyard formed the core
onto which all enclosed spaces opened.
The internal courts within a single house
varied according to the six ornrani types
The same
and associated variables.
omrani pattern continued to regulate the
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rna s of the house and its numerous
spaces. In general, the old houses of
Bahrain, with all their types, were
characterised by the simplicity of the
spatial relations among the detailed
elements internally and externally.
Thus, through the stages or its ornrani
evolution and maturity, Bahrain, in the
19th Century and at the beginning of the
20th Century produced house types which
resulted from the "introvert approach".
Also, the local community, realised a
common ornrani language forming the
inherent law and prevailing codes which
controlled the omran of these islands.
This stage continued until the 1920's,
when house architecture began to enter a
transitional stage. Between the years of
1923 and 1951 the city produced
prototypes that seemed to be a superficial
extension of the previous stage, whilst in
reality it was something quite different.
There were basic changes which emerged
from the three aspects of the local
community: political, economic and
social. Changes in the social structure
of
new
through
the
appearance

socio-economic classes, identified by the
new working and middle classes with
their well known aspirations were
synchronised with the political changes of
the tribal system. It was the basic criteria
for the omran and settlement of the city
and hence its habitation, in addition to the
change of the feudal tribalist system 10
changing the basic production forces.
Those variables collectively led to tbe loss
of the various prototypes of the house,
and the appearance of new products
which lacked identity and belonging to
the local community, its environment and
culture.
The concept of the local Arab house had
developed in Bahrain as a reflection of a
well defined and articulate social
background. However, the occurrence of
abrupt major changes of this structure led
application
in the
to the loss of
philosophy of the
concept of
the
dwelling resulting from neglect by the
community. The
pretext
for
this
negligence was the claim of advanc ment
and development. What made things
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worse was that modern technology,
especially in the 1960's and 1970's, tended
to dilute th inherited omrani language in
the entities of the omran. Additionally, the
newly educated populus strove for
change. The ensuing novelty and
inevitable alienation purported to be
advancement and progress whereas to
reject the new found acquisition of
knowl dge was to wallow in ignorance
and
backwardness.
Furthermore,
a
growing influence In the expanding
middle-class culture in the post-War period
was directly western through education
and cultural activities. This has become
more apparent in the 1970's and beyond.
Through this new structure of the
individual and the community the modern
residence became mostly void of many of
the codes whi~h the local community
The house
knew and lived through.
became a hollow, superficial expression
which was a direct reflection of the
duality from which the new social
hierarchy had suffered.
There was a

distinct conflict between holding on to the
old and aspiring to the new, between
traditions which are difficult to get rid of
and western ideas that are difficult to
merge into.
The duality of the individual, the
community and the house prevailed. The
house reflected personal whims and a
part of the continual alienation and
This is
absence of the community.
especially true for the Bourgeoisie class
upon which the responsibility of the
change in the omrani pattern falls. This
class is also responsible for, and capable
of, retrieving the lost values, if indeed it
has the desire to innovate architecture that
is to remain contemporary to place and
time. Some limited individual attempts
exist for
modern
contemporary
architecture, but they remain isolated
facets of the city and do not reflect a
professional direction, or a civilisation
and current culture for architects to
follow.

Contemporary Nature of t e Courtyard.
The "Introvert Approach" in t e Architect re
of Old and New Houses in Bahrai .

When we view the courtyard as an
architectural phenomenon which was
contemporary to a previous community,
we detach the phenomenon from its
origin
and
contemporary
nature
simultaneously. The original concept of
the courtyard related to an eternal human
approach which is as valid today.
Although the courtyard may not be the
only solution for this human approach, it
is however, viewed as an optimum
solution. The absence of this architectural
phenomenon from the architecture of
today does not detract from the creative
value of the concept. On the contrary, this
absence or intentional exclusion is a
disability in architecture which results in a
loss of its contemporary nature. It may
also be the failing of the architect to
understand the comprehensive and precise
meaning of the contemporary nature of

architecture and his inability to create the
new or develop the inherited.
Here the available potential is assessed to
understand the contemporary nature of the
courtyard in the architecture of the house
of former times and its suitability today.
The assessment is divided into three
studies, but not of any particular
chronology. The aim is to arrive at the
feasibility of this harmony between the
old and the new despite the passage of
time from ancient civilisations to the
present. It will show the necessity in
relying upon the constant "introvert
approach" to design in order to achieve an
holistic approach in the future.

This
part
researches:

includes

the

following

----
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Firstly, the introvert approach of old
houses in Bahrain which is the study of
fourty-four different patterns In the
architecture of houses. These are
aristocratic or common houses with
varying sizes and formations. They stress
the constancy of the approach, but also
the variety of architectural vocabulary
available to the designer and their ability
to break with tradition in order to create
new solutions.
Secondly, the architecture of old houses in
Bahrain. This part is a research into nine
selected examples of old houses which
reflect, despite their variety, harmony
based on the constancy of the approach.
The examples identify with place, in the
local, regional and even national domains.

Thirdly, the architecture of new houses in
Bahrain. This is based on the research of
four selected examples of new houses
designed and innovated by the author.
They demonstrate the ability of modem
architecture
to
be
contemporary.
However, it is recognised that the field of
study is small and may not represent a
trend in architecture.

Thus, these three studies represent the
potential of the contemporary nature of
old and new architecture. It emphasizes
that the courtyard as an architectural
phenomenon has the innate criteria to
sustain its contemporary nature and its
ability to achieve the "introvert approach"
in the architecture of houses."

